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A B S T R A C T

Purpose: Speech recognition percent correct scores fail to capture the effort of
mentally repairing the perception of speech that was initially misheard. This
study measured the effort of listening to stimuli specifically designed to elicit
mental repair in adults who use cochlear implants (CIs).
Method: CI listeners heard and repeated sentences in which specific words
were distorted or masked by noise but recovered based on later context: a sig-
nature of mental repair. Changes in pupil dilation were tracked as an index of
effort and time-locked with specific landmarks during perception.
Results: Effort significantly increases when a listener needs to repair a misper-
ceived word, even if the verbal response is ultimately correct. Mental repair of
words in a sentence was accompanied by greater prevalence of errors else-
where in the same sentence, suggesting that effort spreads to consume
resources across time. The cost of mental repair in CI listeners was essentially
the same as that observed in listeners with normal hearing in previous work.
Conclusions: Listening effort as tracked by pupil dilation is better explained by
the mental repair and reconstruction of words rather than the appearance of
correct or incorrect perception. Linguistic coherence drives effort more heavily
than the mere presence of mistakes, highlighting the importance of testing
materials that do not constrain coherence by design.
Word and sentence recognition are standard out-
come measures in an audiologist’s practice. These tasks
provide useful data to the patient, clinician, and family
that help describe the health of a patient’s hearing. How-
ever, the speech intelligibility score fails to capture the
effort of mentally repairing the perception of speech that
was initially misheard. Individuals with hearing difficulty
could work backward to mentally reconstruct a sentence
in which a word was misheard, leading to successful repe-
tition of a sentence. However, this strategy might also put
them at risk for missing the next sentence in continuous
conversation. Furthermore, mental repair of speech could
have the downside of concealing the struggle that a person
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undergoes to achieve that understanding because it might
appear on the surface that perception was successful. This
is an important concept in the field of cochlear implants
(CIs) because intelligibility scores are used to determine
candidacy, track outcomes, and motivate clinical interven-
tions. To best understand who is in need of specialized
audiological care and to better understand the difficulties
of listening with hearing loss, it is important to recognize
not just the accuracy of repeating speech but also the
effort of formulating coherent responses when the input
was unclear.

CIs provide a distorted and unclear signal because
of various technological and surgical limitations of electri-
cally stimulating the auditory nerve. Arguably, the most
glaring limitation is the lack of specific frequency coding
because of a limited number of electrode contact sites,
and interaction between electrode activation patterns
(Wilson & Dorman, 2008). As a result, speech perception
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can be very difficult, particularly when there is back-
ground noise (Gifford & Revit, 2010). However, language
knowledge and cognition can play a vital role in successful
hearing with a CI. For example, perception of sentences is
significantly better than perception of individual words
(Gifford et al., 2008) because sentences offer contextual
clues and linguistic coherence that CI listeners use exten-
sively (O’Neill et al., 2021; Winn, 2016; Winn & Moore,
2018). A person’s ability to exploit contextual clues can be
beneficial, but it can also come at a cost of increased
effort if the context needs to be used retroactively (Winn
& Teece, 2021). This study was designed to track the
increase in effort that results from an adult CI user need-
ing to repair a misperceived word in a sentence using later
context.

Pupillometry as a Measure of Listening Effort

Pupil dilation has a long history of being associated
with changes in cognitive load across a wide variety of
tasks (Beatty, 1982; Zekveld et al., 2018). In general, the
pupil will dilate more when there is more effort exerted,
although there are some caveats to this pattern that are
relevant for experimental design (Steinhauer et al., 2022;
Winn et al., 2018). As long as the visual environment is
controlled to maintain consistent luminance and as long
as there is sufficient motivation to exert effort, there is
typically a systematic relationship between the difficulty of
a task and the increase in pupil dilation in the moments
after a stimulus. This method is especially useful for listen-
ing tasks, as an auditory stimulus would not interfere with
the measurement of pupil size (conversely, visual stimuli
can present more complications). In general, pupil dilation
can be framed as an index of the need for decision making
(Lempert et al. 2015; Satterthwaite et al., 2007) or the
recruitment of “extra” resources that force a listener to
break from rapid automatic processing (Lemke & Besser,
2016). Pupil dilation reflects the adaptive gain functions
driven by the locus coeruleus-norepinephrine system
(Aston-Jones & Cohen, 2005) and can be understood as
having at least two main components. There is a baseline
pupil size that reflects the level of arousal or alertness
(McGinley et al., 2015) and the phasic change in pupil size
that reflects task-evoked responses (Beatty, 1982). The
short phasic changes are used more often as the signatures
of listening effort in many publications (Zekveld et al.,
2018).

In addition to elevated effort due to decision-
making and linguistic processes in cognitive task, there is
also a potential impact of stimulus degradation by itself.
Systematic degradation of the spectral resolution (clarity)
if speech results in corresponding systematic increase in
pupil dilation (Miles et al., 2017; Winn et al., 2015), which
interacts with tasks involving linguistic comprehension
2 Journal of Speech, Language, and Hearing Research • 1–15
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(Winn, 2016). The introduction of noise might also simply
raise arousal and therefore increase pupil size, although it
is sometimes unclear whether outcome measures are
affected by noise level or by intelligibility (Zekveld et al.,
2010). These trends, though not perfectly clear, have some
implication for the interpretation of effort measures in lis-
teners with CIs because auditory distortion is an inescap-
able aspect of using the device. However, comparison of
pupil dilation measures in CI and non-CI listeners does
not show a consistent trend of overall increased effort in
experiments with constrained listening conditions in quiet
(Winn, 2016; Winn & Moore, 2018).

A Focus on Language Processing Rather
Than Raw Intelligibility Score

Intelligibility score (repetition accuracy) has been
shown to not be a reliable indicator of listening effort in
adults in cases of using a CI (Winn & Teece, 2021), listen-
ing to degraded speech (Winn et al., 2015), and listening
to nonnative accented speech (McLaughlin & Van Engen,
2020). This study design follows up on the study by Winn
and Teece (2021), which used sentence stimuli specifically
designed to demand retroactive mental repair of distorted
words, in which later context provided clues to the identi-
ties of those words. In this design, the specific act of men-
tal repair was prospectively built into the study rather
than letting it emerge randomly from various difficult lis-
tening situations. In addition to regular stimuli that were
articulated and heard normally, there were sentences with
a mispronounced word that simulated a phonetic misper-
ception; the listener had to correct this word and could, in
theory, benefit from phonological similarity of the mispro-
nounced word because only one phoneme changed. Other
stimuli had the target word entirely replaced by noise,
which was a distortion that was easier to detect because of
the acoustic discontinuity, but more challenging to replace
the word because there were no perception cues for the
word except its duration and intensity, which are not par-
ticularly informative. The results clearly showed the effort-
ful cost of repairing a misperception as observed through
changes in pupil dilation that were time-locked to the
moments of word ambiguity and repair. When a word
was mispronounced, there was a brief but significant ele-
vation in effort, which was more substantial and longer
lasting when the entire word was replaced by noise.
Importantly, these patterns emerged in adults with normal
hearing (NH) despite perfect intelligibility scores, suggest-
ing that correct repetition does not protect a listener
from the effort of processing and mentally repairing a
misperception.

Now, we turn to generalize this study design to
adults who have CIs, for whom we expect that this mental
activity reflects everyday listening rather than a manufactured
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laboratory task. Although a variety of types of listening
effort are possible, it is the effort related to language pro-
cessing and the search for coherence that we focus on here,
as it had the greatest impact across a wide variety of error
response types in the analysis by Winn and Teece (2021).
Consistent with previous reports by Wingfield et al. (1995)
and by Potter and Lombardi (1990), errors are commonly
found to be semantically coherent with other words in the
sentence, even if they were not a good acoustic match (e.g.,
“My family’s Christmas tree has lots of ornaments”
repeated as “My family’s cake has nuts and almonds”).
Additionally, when one word is misperceived, other words
elsewhere in the sentence were seen to be forced into align-
ment with the first misperception to preserve coherence at
the expense of preserving acoustic match. This pattern was
foreshadowed by analysis by Wingfield et al. (1995) who
found that incoherent responses were rare, occurring only
3% of the time. They observed “the addition of words, or
the substitution of one word for another, that represented
an active reconstruction of the original utterance serving to
keep the responses syntactically and semantically coherent.”
This type of effort reflects active cognitive control (Shenhav
et al., 2017) and should emerge more strongly for sentence-
length materials when the listener can add something
that was not present in the original signal (Rönnberg et al.,
2019).

The Invisibility of Mental Repair of Speech

The act of mentally repairing a misperception can-
not be ascertained on an audiogram because there is no
explicit recognition of the supporting mental processes
that have taken place. It would be reasonable to suspect
that audiologists or other conversation partners can notice
listening effort when talking to someone who is hard of
hearing, but there is a need for empirical examination of
that ability. Verbal reaction time has been shown to
increase in difficult listening situations for children
(McCreery & Stelmachowicz, 2013), but it remains unclear
whether such reaction time differences are reliably percep-
tible to an external observer and reliably interpreted as
indicating extra effort. Wingfield et al. eloquently summa-
rized the implication for clinical assessment, noting that
“what may appear as a successful reproduction may in fact
have been the result of a successful reconstruction.” A ris-
ing intonation may suggest that the listener is inviting
the talker to clarify incomplete information (Lai, 2010),
but the expression and self-awareness of listening effort
can be variable across different types of people, who
might be more or less willing to describe their difficulties
(Kamil et al., 2015). Therefore, there is a need to explore
changes in effort within individuals in a systematic pro-
spective experiment that does not rely solely on subjective
reporting.
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Hypotheses

Speech recognition can appear successful but might
have resulted from an effortful process of mental repair of
an incomplete perception. Based on combined decades of
conversations with audiology patients by the authors and
based on the findings of previous studies described above,
this study was driven by the following hypotheses.

1. Even when repeating a sentence correctly, listening
effort will be higher in cases when the listener had
to mentally repair a word using later context.

2. CI listeners will show prolonged elevation of listen-
ing effort beyond the end of a sentence, based on
previous findings by Winn and Moore (2018) and
Winn and Teece (2021).

3. Compared to people with NH, CI listeners will not
be as sensitive to the mispronunciations because of
their reduced sensitivity to acoustic cues that signal
consonant place of articulation (cf. Herman &
Pisoni, 2003; McMurray et al., 2019).
Method

Participants

Data are reported here for 17 adults with one or
two CIs (4 men, 13 women; age range: 23–81 years; aver-
age: 62.5 years). All participants were native speakers of
North American English. Demographic information for
the included participants is listed in Table 1. Data were
collected for three additional participants but were ulti-
mately excluded due to tracking difficulties (details later).

Stimuli

Stimuli included 120 sentences written and recorded
by our laboratory (see Winn & Teece, 2021, for a detailed
description). Each sentence was designed to have a target
word early in the sentence (second, third, or fourth word)
that was not predictable based on preceding words but
was narrowly constrained based on subsequent words. For
example, “Please ____ the floor with this broom,” where
the target word is “sweep.” The contextual constraint on
the words was verified using a cloze test (described by
Winn & Teece, 2021). The sentences were divided into
four lists of 30, with the average word length of the sen-
tence and average target word position within the sentence
equalized across lists. The sentences had an average of nine
words, and the target word occurred, on average, at word
position 3.35. Because of the goal to systematically mask
words in isolation, it was important that the sentences are
highly intelligible to minimize the tendency to make
Winn & Teece: Effort of Repairing Speech Misperceptions 3
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Table 1. Demographics of CI participants.

Listener Sex Age Device type Ear(s) Etiology CI Exp. (y)

C115 F 81 Cochlear Bilateral Idiopathic SNHL 7.5
C118 F 30 Cochlear Bilateral Idiopathic SNHL 8
C119 F 23 Cochlear Bilateral ANSD 17.5
C126 F 72 Med-El Bilateral Idiopathic SNHL 5.5
C130 M 66 Med-El Right Genetic SNHL 1
C131 F 70 Cochlear Right Chronic middle ear disease 5.5
C134 F 63 Cochlear Bilateral Idiopathic SNHL 6
C138 F 60 Advanced Bionics Bilateral Idiopathic SNHL 28
C139 F 61 Advanced Bionics Bilateral Genetic SNHL 7.5
C141 F 73 Advanced Bionics Right Genetic SNHL 7
C143 F 64 Cochlear Bilateral Bacterial labyrinthitis 3
C144 F 62 Cochlear Bilateral Measles 16
C145 M 54 Cochlear Bilateral Meniere’s disease 6
C146 F 67 Cochlear Bilateral Idiopathic SNHL 7
C147 F 71 Cochlear Right Barotrauma 1
C148 M 70 Cochlear Left Otosclerosis 2
C156 M 76 Cochlear Right Chronic middle ear disease 1

Note. CI = cochlear implant; Exp. = experience; F = female; SNHL = sensorineural hearing loss; ANSD = auditory neuropathy spectrum dis-
order; M = male.
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mistakes on words other than the manipulated target word.
The sentences were spoken by an audiologist (the first
author) with explicit effort to facilitate clear understanding.

Stimulus Variations

There were three versions of each sentence, as illus-
trated in Figure 1. The “intact” version was the full utter-
ance with all words spoken naturally. There were two ver-
sions that distorted the target word, which forced the lis-
tener to engage in some mental repair. In the “Noise”
condition, the target word was replaced with noise
matched in duration and intensity, whose frequency
Figure 1. Types of stimuli used in the sentence recognition experiment,
a “noise” form (middle) where a single target word was replaced with n
(bottom) where a phoneme in the target word was mispronounced.
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spectrum matched the long-term spectrum of the entire
stimulus corpus. The second type of distortion was an
intentional mispronunciation of the first consonant in the
target word. This mispronunciation nearly always was a
change in the place of articulation of the consonant,
which is the feature most often misperceived by listeners
with hearing loss (Dubno et al., 1982), including those
who wear CIs (Munson et al., 2003; Rødvik et al., 2019).
Most of the mispronunciations resulted in nonwords. The
mispronunciations were spoken with the same prosody by
the same talker and spliced onto the intact form of the
sentence starting from the end of the target word. The
goal of this splicing was to ensure that the audio content
including an “intact” form (top) where all the words were unaltered,
oise of equal duration and intensity, and a “mispronounced” form
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following the target word, which served to disambiguate
the target word itself, was exactly the same in all versions
of the stimuli.

Procedure

Prior to data collection, this experiment was reviewed
and approved by the University of Minnesota institutional
review board. Written consent was obtained for all partici-
pants. Each participant completed a sentence-repetition task
with a total of 120 stimuli (40 sentences each for intact,
noise-masked, and mispronounced trials). These stimuli were
divided into four blocks of 30 sentences each. Each list began
with an intact sentence, followed by a random ordering of
stimulus types, with no more than three consecutive trials of
the same type. The presentation of lists was rotated and
counterbalanced across listeners, and the type of stimulus
(intact, noise-masked, or mispronounced) for each item was
rotated for each listener, except for the first trial in each list.

During the experiment, listeners sat in a chair with
their forehead position stabilized by the upper bar of a
chinrest whose base was sufficiently lowered to allow com-
fortable jaw movement for speaking. They visually fixated
on a red cross in the middle of a medium-dark gray back-
ground on a computer screen that was 50 cm away. Each
trial was initiated by the experimenter, and the participant
heard a beep marking the onset of the trial. There was 2 s
of silence, and then the sentence was played at 65 dBA
through a single loudspeaker in front of the listener. Two
seconds after the sentence, the red cross turned green, which
was the cue for the listener to give their response. They were
instructed to repeat back what they thought was spoken,
filling in missing or distorted words when necessary. The
participants’ verbal responses were scored on paper and
also audio recorded for later inspection. Incorrect responses
were saved for further analysis of error patterns. The partic-
ipant’s eye position and pupil size were recorded by an SR
Research Eyelink 1000 Plus eye tracker recording at 1000-
Hz sampling rate, tracking pupil diameter in the remote-
tracking mode, using the desktop-mounted 25-mm camera
lens. Lighting in the testing room was kept constant.

Analysis

Intelligibility
Intelligibility for each word in the sentence was

scored in real time by an experimenter, and the responses
were audio recorded for later inspection. For stimuli
whose target was replaced by noise, any word that was
not semantically coherent with the stimulus was counted
as an error, as well as any errors elsewhere in the sen-
tence. If the participant’s guess at the word replaced by
noise was not the “intact” version of the word but still
made sense (e.g., “The worker used the ladder to get to
loaded from: https://pubs.asha.org University of Minnesota, Minneapolis - Library
the roof” instead of “The worker climbed the ladder to get
to the roof”), it was counted as correct. We also tracked
whether participant responses were linguistically coherent
and the presence of multiple errors within trials.

Pupillometry Data Preprocessing
Pupil data were processed in the style described by

Winn et al. (2018) and Winn and Teece (2021). Blinks
were detected as a decrease in pupil size to 0 pixels, and
then the stretch of time corresponding to the blink was
expanded backward by 80 ms and forward by 120 ms to
account for the partial occlusion of the pupil by the eye-
lids during blinks. The signal was low-pass filtered at 5
Hz using a fourth-order Butterworth filter and then down-
sampled to 25 Hz. The baseline pupil size was calculated
as the mean pupil size in the time spanning 500 ms before
stimulus onset to 500 ms after sentence onset, and each
pupil size data point in the trial was expressed as a pro-
portional difference from the trial-level baseline.

Trials were discarded if 30% or more data points
were missing between the start of the baseline to 3 s past
the onset of the stimulus. CI listeners on average
had fewer trials discarded due to missing data (1.7%)
and less variation among individuals (SD = of 13%) com-
pared to NH listeners from the previous study (average
of 3.1% trials discarded with SD = of 17%). Other
outliers/contaminations were automatically detected through
an algorithm that accumulated multiple “flags,” such as
high-intensity hippus activity during baseline, baselines
that had extraordinary deviation from both the previous
and the next baseline, significant slope of change in pupil
size during the baseline, or a significant negative swing in
proportional dilation immediately after the stimulus onset.
Three or more flags resulted in a trial being dropped. If a
participant had fewer than 13 trials remaining in any con-
dition following outlier detection, that participant’s entire
data set was dropped; two NH listeners and one CI lis-
tener were excluded for this reason. Among the 34 partici-
pants remaining in the data set, 5.1% of trials were dis-
carded, with more for NH listeners in the previous study
(6.8% with SD = 5.8%) compared to CI listeners (3.2%
with SD = 3.2%), with the greatest number of rejections
for NH listeners in the Intact condition, suggesting that
the easiest trials produce the most problematic data.

Pupillometry Data Analysis
Filtered data that were summarized for each individ-

ual in each stimulus condition were estimated using a sec-
ond order (quadratic) polynomial model (see the studies
of Mirman, 2014; Winn et al., 2015). An alternate model
using individual trial-level data was attempted but ulti-
mately abandoned because the requisite computing power
and model complexity was not justifiable by the data.
Consistent with the previous analyses in similar studies,
Winn & Teece: Effort of Repairing Speech Misperceptions 5
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there were two windows of analysis, intended to treat
audition and linguistic processing as two separate pro-
cesses rather than a singular process. Window 1 spanned
from −1.5 to 0.7 s relative to sentence offset, which corre-
sponded to the listening phase of each trial. On average,
the first analysis window began about 800 ms after the
onset of the sentence, which captures the onset of the
response while accounting for the roughly 700-ms delay in
dilation upon response to the sound. Window 2 spanned
from 0.7 to 2.2 s relative to sentence offset, reflecting the
response preparation phase of the trial. These windows
arguably correspond to auditory encoding versus poststim-
ulus linguistic resolution, and they have been separately
analyzed in numerous previous studies that find distinctly
different effects in each window (Bianchi et al., 2019;
Francis et al., 2018; Piquado et al., 2010; Wendt et al.,
2016; Winn, 2016; Winn & Moore, 2018; Winn & Teece,
2020, 2021; Winn et al., 2015). Peelle and Van Engen
(2021) comment on the value of close inspection of time
windows in this style of analysis when drawing conclu-
sions from the analysis.

Within each analysis window, there were fixed
effects of stimulus type and time. There was a maximal
subject-level random-effects structure, meaning for each
fixed effect, there was a corresponding random effect
declared per listener to account for dependence between
repeated measures and between samples of the same mea-
sure over time. The prevailing model formula took the fol-
lowing form for each analysis window:

lmerTest :: lmerðpupil∼poly1þ poly2 þ Typeþ #Main effects
poly1 : Typeþ poly2 : Typeþ #two � wayinteractions
ð1þ poly1 þ poly2þ Typeþ #main random effects
poly1 : Typeþ poly2 : Type∣ListenerÞ; #random interactions

data ¼ Data windowÞ

(1)

. . . where poly1 and poly2 are orthogonal polynomial
transformations of time relative to stimulus offset, and
Type is stimulus type, with “mispronounced” as the
default configuration. “Data_window” is the subset of
data from within either the first or the second time win-
dow. Polynomial time transformations were used so that
three separate properties of the dilation curve—absolute
level, slope, and curvature—could be assessed separately.
The orthogonal nature of this transformation meant that
the polynomials were phase-shifted so that the properties
were not correlated with one another (as opposed to typi-
cal phase-aligned polynomials, where the growth of a
number x would be correlated with the growth of x2). The
linear term (poly1) corresponds to the growth rate of pupil
size, and the quadratic effect (poly2) corresponds to the
curvature (or deceleration) of growth in pupil size. All
data and code to run analyses and plotting can be found
on an Open Science Foundation (OSF) site located at:
https://osf.io/ctnrj/.
6 Journal of Speech, Language, and Hearing Research • 1–15
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Results

Intelligibility

Intelligibility scores were high for all sentences, with
performance at 80% overall, confirming that performance
did not dip into the range where motivation and effort are
in doubt (cf. Wendt et al., 2018). By stimulus type, intellig-
ibility was 89% correct for intact sentences, 82% for mis-
pronounced sentences, and 68% for noise-masked sen-
tences. See Figure 2 below for those patterns, as well as the
percentage of time that sentences were coherent, when
errors were made on words other than the target, and trials
when the participant overtly indicated that they knew they
did not process the sentence accurately. Across the 40 trials,
the participant overtly indicated uncertainty (replacing a
word with “something” or saying “umm, I didn’t catch that
word”) on average 1.8 times for the intact stimuli, 3.1 times
for the stimuli with mispronounced words, and 6.3 times
for the stimuli with noise-masked words. Analysis of vari-
ance revealed an effect of stimulus type (F = 33.4, p < .001)
on the tendency to signal uncertainty, and follow-up com-
parisons revealed each stimulus type to be statistically dif-
ferent from each of the others. However, participants var-
ied widely in their tendency (or willingness) to express
uncertainty, with overt-uncertainty-signaling counts rang-
ing from zero (C126) to 25 out of 120 (for C146).

There was a trend for older listeners to do more poorly
on the noise-masked target stimuli in terms of overall intel-
ligibility, but this trend was not statistically detectable (inter-
action of age and stimulus type: t(30) = −1.69, p = .10) using
a linear model estimating intelligibility as a function of age,
stimulus type, and the interaction between those two terms,
with a random intercept for each participant. The trend that
was attributable to increased prevalence of errors on words
all across the sentence not just the target words. There was
no effect of participant age on any of the other intelligibility
markers (target-specific errors and coherence of responses).
Because the participant pool did not uniformly sample the
age range and because the statistical model could not
accommodate a full fixed-effect structure (note that the
degrees of freedom = 30 rather than 16), we refrain drawing
strong conclusions about these particular trends.

Verbal Reaction Times

Verbal reaction times are displayed in Figure 3. Reac-
tion times below the third or above the 97th percentile were
trimmed out of the analysis (130 data points out of 2,159 were
excluded). A linear mixed-effects model describing these data
included main effects of stimulus type and overt-uncertainty,
but an interaction between these effects was shown to not
improve the model (increase in Akaike information criterion,
nonsignificant Chi-square statistic of 0.45). The only random
 on 09/15/2022, Terms of Use: https://pubs.asha.org/pubs/rights_and_permissions 
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Figure 2. Intelligibility patterns for the sentence recognition task by stimulus type. The first and second panels indicate the percent correct
and coherence of responses. The third panel displays errors on the target word. The fourth panel displays frequency of errors made not on
the target word but on another word in the sentence. The fifth panel displays the occurrence of multiple errors in the sentence. Finally, the
sixth panel reveals how many times a participant stated out loud that they could not repeat all or part of the sentence definitively.
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effect was a random intercept per listener. There was a signifi-
cant effect of stimulus type, with mispronounced target words
eliciting longer reaction times that were roughly 39 ms longer
than those for intact stimuli (t = 2.51, p = .012), and noise-
masked stimuli eliciting reaction times that were 80 ms longer
than those for intact stimuli (t = 5.09, p < .001). Overt uncer-
tainty had the largest effect, increasing the reaction time by an
average of 376 ms (t = 17.13, p < .001).

Pupillometry

Figure 4 displays the changes in pupil dilation elic-
ited by the different types of stimuli, and it provides
Figure 3. Verbal reaction times in seconds by stimulus type and degree
tences repeated in a confident manner, and the right-sided darker bar
uncertainty.

loaded from: https://pubs.asha.org University of Minnesota, Minneapolis - Library
comparison to the data collected in listeners with NH in
our earlier study along with a comparison to data for only
correct trials (in dashed lines). The overview of the results
is that, when compared to fully intact sentences, sentences
with mispronounced words elicited slightly larger pupil
dilation in the moments after the sentence was complete.
Sentences with noise-masked target words elicited substan-
tially greater and earlier pupil dilation, which persisted
through the retention interval between sentence and
response. In contrast, the NH listeners responded to the
mispronounced stimuli with a larger but briefer increase in
pupil dilation that quickly converges back to the same
pattern as that for the Intact stimuli. Average responses to
of certainty. The left-sided lighter bars indicate the times for sen-
s indicate the times for sentences spoken with an overt sign of

Winn & Teece: Effort of Repairing Speech Misperceptions 7
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the sentences with masked words were nearly identical
across groups, but had slower recovery toward baseline
for the CI group; this and other patterns were statistically
analyzed in the sections that follow.

The model for pupil responses during Window 1 (−2
to 0.7 s relative to sentence offset) used the Mispro-
nounced stimulus type as the default, to compare the
Intact condition downward and the Noise condition
upward. In general, the responses to the Mispronounced
stimuli were more like those to the Intact stimuli than to
the Noise stimuli. The interaction of stimulus type with
the intercept was shown to be statistically greater for the
Noise condition, t(16.6) = 6.3, p < .001, and smaller for
Intact stimuli, t(15.9) = −2.35, p = .03. The slope of pupil
dilation across time was statistically steeper when the stim-
ulus type was Noise, t(16.2) = 4.13, p < .001, and statisti-
cally lower when the stimulus was Intact, t(15.7) = −5.09,
p < .001. The quadratic term, reflecting the deceleration
of the growth of pupil dilation, was statistically detectable
for the Mispronounced condition, t(16.4) = −2.74, p =
.014. The quadratic term for the Intact stimuli was not
different from that of the mispronounced stimuli, t(16.1) =
0.28, p = .78, but was larger (more negative) for the noise
condition, t(16) = −3.7, p = .002, reflecting greater decel-
eration accompanying the more rapid dilation for the
Noise stimuli.

Tracking the Effort of Repairing Words
Window 2 used the same prediction terms as those

for Window 1 but in a different chunk of time (0.7–2.2 s
relative to sentence offset). This model estimated the flat/
Figure 4. Proportional changes in pupil dilation elicited by different types
teners with cochlear implants (CIs), with a subset of data in dashed lin
experimental design obtained in listeners with normal hearing (NH) from a
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downward slope away from peak pupil dilation up to the
point of the visual response prompt. Most of the differ-
ences between conditions were captured in the intercept
terms, as the Intact condition elicited statistically smaller
dilation, t(15.7) = −2.95, p = .009, and the Noise condi-
tion yielded statistically larger dilation, t(15.9) = 6.18,
p < .001, compared to the default Mispronounced condi-
tion. The slope of the dilation curve for mispronounced
stimuli was marginally negative, β = −0.012, t(16.9) =
−2.21, p = .04, and the slopes for the other conditions
were not statistically different. This stands in contrast to
results reported earlier for listeners who have NH who
show a steeper downward slope (recovery to baseline) for
both the intact and mispronounced stimuli compared to
the noise stimuli (Winn & Teece, 2021). There were no
statistically detectable quadratic effects during Window 2.
Further analysis into the mispronounced stimuli revealed
no differences in trials when the mispronounced word
became a nonword versus another real word (plot and
analysis code available in the supplemental materials on
OSF).

Modeling Responses When Answers Are Correct
Previous studies have shown that pupil responses

tend to be smaller in sentence-recognition tasks when ver-
bal responses are correct (McHaney et al., 2021; Winn,
2016; Winn et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2021). A follow-up
analysis was done for the current data to compare the
results from the full data set versus only trials with correct
responses, with data set interacting with each of the terms
in the original statistical model. There were no statistically
of stimuli. The left panel shows data in this study obtained from lis-
es from correct trials. The right panel shows data from the same
previous study, for comparison.
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Figure 5. Proportional changes in pupil dilation elicited by stimuli
hypothesized to demand different kinds of mental processing.
Each line contains a variable number of trials obtained the partici-
pants, and it is meant only as an introductory glimpse at patterns
that were either planned (Correct/mentally corrected) or unplanned
(Error but coherent/Incoherent).
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detectable effects of response correctness in the first win-
dow analysis. In the second window, there was a signifi-
cantly lower overall dilation, t(13.9) = −3.41, p = .004,
and also steeper recovery back to baseline (negative slope
interaction) for the mispronounced condition, t(21.7) =
−2.79, p = .011, for correct trials, an interaction that was
not different for the other two conditions (p = .13 and
.90 for intact and noise, respectively). This pattern sug-
gests that correct responses led to more recovery back
toward baseline that was essentially independent of stim-
ulus type.

Comparing CI Data to NH Data
Based on the summary data shown in Figure 4, the

biggest difference between the CI group and the NH
group was the response to the mispronounced stimuli. NH
listeners showed momentary increase in dilation that
quickly drops back down to converge back with the
responses for the Intact stimuli, whereas the CI listeners
show a smaller increase in dilation to mispronounced
stimuli, but that extra dilation sustains for a longer period
of time. These impressions were confirmed by the statisti-
cal analysis, which revealed greater curvature of pupil
dilation in NH listeners for this stimulus type as reflected
by the quadratic term, t(31.8) = 2.13, p = .04. The differ-
ence between quadratic effect magnitude across the Intact
and Mispronounced conditions was stronger for NH lis-
teners as well, t(29) = 2.72, p = .011, consistent with the
overall stronger curvature in the data for the mispro-
nounced type of stimuli. These were the only terms that
interacted significantly across hearing groups for Window
1. During Window 2, the only statistical interactions with
hearing group were for the quadratic term for the mispro-
nounced stimuli, indicating more curvature for NH lis-
teners, t(31.22) = 2.17, p = .04, and a reduced quadratic
term for the Intact stimuli for NH listeners, t(33.4) =
−2.56, p = .015. Otherwise, the pupil size changes did not
interact with hearing.

Figure 4 suggests that the lowered pupil dilation for
CI listeners in Window 2 for correct trials rendered their
data visually similar to the data for NH listeners. Never-
theless, the same pattern of effects and noneffects of hear-
ing generally persisted even in a follow-up model that
included only correct trials. The only potential difference
was that the increase in curvature in dilation in response
to mispronounced stimuli in NH listeners fell fellow a
conventional significance criterion, with p value changing
from .04 to .07. There was no difference between NH and
CI listener responses when restricting analysis only to the
trials with noise-masked target words (regardless of
response correctness). This is consistent with the noise
burst being equally easy to detect for both groups, as
opposed to the mispronounced words, which might not
even be detected by the CI listeners in some trials.
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The Influence of Response Demands and
Linguistic Coherence

Figure 5 displays the average pupil responses for tri-
als split by factors relating to the mechanism of sentence
processing rather than by trial type in an attempt to model
the effort of various paths to understanding the speech.
Correct refers to correct responses to Intact sentences; these
responses elicited the smallest pupil dilation. “Mentally
Repaired” refers to sentences with noise-masked target
words when the participant’s response included a sensible
word in place of the noise. “Error but coherent” refers to
either (a) intact or mispronounced sentences with any error
that was still sensible in context or (b) sentences with noise-
masked target words with a sensible error anywhere other
than the target word. An example of a sensible/coherent
error is the stimulus, “The referee blew the whistle to call
the foul,” repeated as, “The referee decided to call the
foul,” or the stimulus, “I got a flat tire when driving on a
bumpy road,” repeated as, “I got a flat tire when driving
on an empty road.” Finally, “Incoherent response” refers
to responses that did not have full syntactic structure or
were not semantically sensible (e.g., the sentence, “the child
felt a bee sting her on the arm,” repeated as, “The child felt
to be still her,” or the sentence, “I only want one serving,
because I’m not that hungry,” repeated as, “The room is
assertive as I met my hungry”). As shown in a previous
study with CI listeners in a different task, incoherent
answers elicit the largest pupil dilation on average,
although the statistical regularity of this pattern is difficult
to discern, because these responses are smaller and more
variable in number across the participants. Coherent errors
elicited nearly the same dilation as corrections of missing
words, implying that it was the reconstruction—not the
Winn & Teece: Effort of Repairing Speech Misperceptions 9
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ultimate match to target stimulus—that drove the pupil
response. When no sensible word could be produced during
that reconstruction, dilation was further elevated. Keeping
in mind the limitation of full analysis, these patterns loosely
suggest that the act of mental search for coherence—not
the status of the response as an error—is what drives listen-
ing effort during sentence recognition.
General Discussion

This study reinforces the main conclusion of Winn
and Teece (2021) and extends it to adults who use CIs.
The most important finding in this study is that there is a
significant increase in listening effort in CI listeners if part
of a sentence was mentally repaired, even if the verbal
response is ultimately correct (validating Hypothesis #1).
The general implication is that listening effort should not
be understood as a simple product of the intelligibility
mistakes because effort can increase even when no mis-
takes are clearly present in a verbal response. Another
notable finding is that the pupil responses for both intact
and noise-masked trials were remarkably similar for the
listeners with NH (data from the previous study) and the
CI listeners (in this study). These patterns suggest that CI
listeners might not experience a persistent increase in effort
when listening, but instead, they might need to exert effort
on a short-term basis (for mental repair) more frequently.

Postpeak pupil dilation offset slopes were shallower
for CI listeners (see Figure 4), validating Hypothesis #2.
This apparent prolonged effort is consistent with our ear-
lier studies (Winn, 2016; Winn & Moore, 2018) and stud-
ies from other laboratories (Farris-Trimble et al., 2014;
McMurray et al., 2017) and consistent with anecdotal
reports of prolonged uncertainty described by a majority
of our CI participants. Indeed, the persistence of poststim-
ulus pupil dilation has been observed across a wide range
of tasks relating to the uncertainty of decision-making
(Lempert et al., 2015; Satterthwaite et al., 2007). The cur-
rent results demonstrate a very large difference in the time
course of resolving a misproduced phoneme. NH listeners
showed a short burst of dilation with fast recovery, within
less than a second after stimulus offset. Conversely, CI lis-
teners showed a weaker response to those mispronuncia-
tions (validating hypothesis #3) but showed slower recov-
ery after detection, with dilation curves still unresolved
almost 3 s after stimulus offset. The likely reason for the
reduced effect in the CI listeners is that some of the mis-
pronunciations likely went unnoticed because of the audi-
tory distortion, consistent with a single-subject report by
Herman and Pisoni (2003) and consistent with lexical-
decision data by McMurray et al. (2019). In fact, the
delay in the elevated pupil dilation for CI listeners in
response to mispronounced words was almost identical to
10 Journal of Speech, Language, and Hearing Research • 1–15
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the 900 ms identified by McMurray et al. (2019). But the
increased effort, when it occurred, was likely prolonged
because of the listener’s inability to judge whether it was a
mispronunciation versus their own misperception. Con-
versely, the NH listeners should be more likely to attribute
the distortion to the talker rather than their own hearing.

In this study, the linguistic coherence of participant
responses had a larger effect on effort than any of the pro-
spective stimulus manipulations. It is worth reflecting on
the implications of this finding for stimulus selection in
other experiments on listening effort. In cases where inco-
herence would be precluded by the design of the study
(e.g., when stimuli are digits, single words, or phonemes),
a substantial source of effort would be overlooked by
design. Consistent with pupil dilations reflecting decision-
making processes (Sattherthwaite et al., 2007), we would
expect weaker responses in situations when stimuli do not
demand actionable decisions of in cases when mispercep-
tions do not evoke additional contemplation because they
are already coherent.

Misperceptions Are Contagious

Although it was not surprising that listeners with
CIs made more errors overall, a novel result was that the
need to mentally repair a word resulted in a greater preva-
lence of errors elsewhere in a sentence (see Figure 2).
There are at least two explanations of this result according
to previous studies with adults. The first is that errors tend
to be coherent with other words in a sentence; hence, an
additional mistake might be generated in order to be
coherent with an earlier mistake (i.e., a type-5 response,
cf. Wingfield et al., 1995; Winn & Teece, 2021). Although
not a statistically strong effect, there was a tendency for
CI listeners to make more mistakes on later words follow-
ing masked targets. This is consistent with results by
Wingfield et al. (1994) who found retroactive context to
be less effective for older adults, and a good number of
participants in this study were older than those in the NH
comparison group. The second explanation is that the
effort needed to repair one misperceived word—even if
that process is successful—drains resources that could
have otherwise been used to successfully attend to other
words in the sentence. This pattern likely reflects the expe-
rience reported often by individuals who have hearing dif-
ficulty, which is that the contemplation of a single word
can last long enough to interfere with the ability to follow
conversation smoothly. Consistent with this idea, Pisoni
et al. (2018) observed that adult CI listeners would show
deficits on later test items after encoding earlier test items
and also that retrieval of items from memory interfered
with recall of later items (a phenomenon coined “retrieval-
induced forgetting,” cf. Anderson et al., 1994). Further-
more, it could explain why reducing listening effort can be
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advantageous in situations when continued listening is
expected (Winn & Moore, 2018).

An additional implication of the “spreading” of
errors in the mentally repaired sentences is that intelligibil-
ity for an individual word in a sentence does not necessar-
ily reflect auditory encoding of that individual word. Con-
sider that a single-phoneme substitution would often result
in complete incoherence of a word in context, yet
Wingfield et al. (1995) observed such errors just 3% of the
time in sentence contexts. The tangible impact of this is
that experimenters should exercise caution when interpret-
ing an error within a sentence as reflecting errors on the
specific phonemes in that word because the mistakes could
be driven by semantic coherence more often than by
acoustic similarity (Potter & Lombardi, 1990).

Effort as a Momentary State Rather Than as
an Ongoing Trait

Listening effort is often framed as if it is a trait of a
person or a task condition, like the effort associated with
a specific background noise level, a spatial configuration
of noise, a type of noise, the degree of signal degradation,
or degree of hearing loss. The clarity and cohesiveness of
the data patterns in this study reinforce the idea that it is
worthwhile to understand effort as an event or a momen-
tary state rather than just a continuous trait of a person
or a situation. Effort will emerge not just from a circum-
stance but from specific moments that require deliberate
use of cognitive resources. This study was designed to con-
trol when the listener needed to engage in cognitive repair,
rather than providing the situation that would likely (but
not definitely) lead to the mistake. Conversely, in many
other studies that use a variety of speech degradations
(e.g., masking noise, vocoding, and reverberation), it is
not always possible to know if specific misperceptions
occurred or when they occurred. For example, ongoing
masking noise might elicit an error near the beginning of
one sentence but near the end of another sentence, and
those errors might be hidden from the experimenter if the
listener mentally repairs them before verbally responding.
Aligning physiological responses to those specific misper-
ceptions becomes unfeasible in such a situation, and the
local signatures of effect become spread thin and lost
through time-series averaging. There are only a small
number of studies that specifically disentangle effort as a
general disposition versus effort selectively applied in spe-
cific moments (cf. McLaughlin et al., 2018), but this is an
area of potential rich exploration and insight.

The complex nature of the stimuli used in this study
complicates any comparison to analyses of previous stud-
ies that expressed results in terms of peak dilations and
peak latencies. The main problem was that individuals
have different morphologies of pupil dilation, which
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interacted with the different morphologies elicited by the
stimulus types. In some cases, dilation grew monotonically
from the auditory sensation all the way through to the
verbal response, resulting in no clear “peak” apart from
whatever value was obtained at the end of an analysis
window. For the mispronounced stimuli, many listeners
demonstrated a localized early bump in dilation, but it
was not consistently the peak dilation. As a result, peaks
for the mispronounced stimuli were not comparable to the
peaks for other stimuli for which the dilation grew mono-
tonically. Peak dilations and latencies could be subject to
further analysis using the data openly available on this
project’s OSF website, with the prevailing observation that
such extracted features should be used with understanding
of whether they reflect something real and consistent in
the underlying data.

Limitations of the Current Measurements

The most important comparison in the study is
between effort for the Intact sentences versus sentences
that demanded mental repair via masking of a target
word. However, it is not possible to rule out mental
repairs for the Intact sentences because listening with a CI
typically leads to some mistakes in perception even in the
absence of any stimulus distortions. Even the use of
slower and more careful articulation for the sentences did
not prevent misperceptions, as can be seen from the intel-
ligibility data. The comparison in the current analysis
therefore rests on the assumption that the number of
Intact stimuli requiring mental repairs would be infrequent
enough that the data would reflect a true difference from
the stimuli with masked target words, which required men-
tal repair every single time. The patterns in the data are
clear enough to conclude that the current stimuli can bring
out the hypothesized differences in effort, but the true effect
might be larger than expected, given the tendency for occa-
sional perceptual errors that were not planned in the design.

Although this study was designed to specifically track
a form of effort that has been mostly elusive in previous
work, there are numerous other domains that contribute to
listening effort. Hughes et al. (2021) provide a taxonomy of
numerous factors other than pure auditory encoding that
should be considered when designing and interpreting stud-
ies of speech communication among people who are hard
of hearing. Even among listeners with typical hearing, other
relevant factors include background knowledge, anticipat-
ing others’ intentions, sorting through similar-sounding
options, handling mistakes, and the effort of deciding
whether perception is worth the effort. Effort can arise
from the cost of task-switching (McLaughlin et al., 2019),
test anxiety and motivation to perform (Jones et al., 2015),
awareness of mistakes, or physiological response to noise
(Kim et al., 2021; Love et al., 2021), among other factors.
Winn & Teece: Effort of Repairing Speech Misperceptions 11
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Effort can also be modified by familiarity with topics and
similarity of stimuli in a short span of time (Konopka &
Kuchinsky, 2015), which was not controlled in this study.
Pupil-indexed effort is not the only, or even the most
important, kind of effort. Alhanbali et al. (2017, 2019) and
Strand et al. (2018) demonstrated a lack of intercorrelation
between effort measures, and thus, these measurements
might not map cleanly to a person’s lived experience, even
if the measures themselves are reliable across testing ses-
sions (Alhanbali et al., 2019).

Another limitation of this study is that the responses
to the mispronounced stimuli are potentially not fairly com-
parable across the NH and CI groups. For the NH listeners,
the mispronunciations would be easily detectable and dis-
missed as fault of the talker rather than as a misperception.
Conversely for the CI listeners, the mispronounced words—
if they were noticed at all—might have caused a momentary
state of uncertainty as to whether the errant perception was
the fault of the talker or auditory limitations of the listener.
Anecdotally, both of these situations arose; a small number
of CI participants reported never hearing a misperception,
whereas one highly successful CI participant reported overly
fixating on the misperceptions while contemplating the very
notion of the possibility of an auditory mistake.

The New Open Questions

Three new fundamental questions about listening
effort emerge from the current results. First, although this
article focuses on the mental effort of parsing and assem-
bling coherence between words, degradation by itself (e.g.,
the presence of distortions or background noise) might
incur at least some elevated physiological response indepen-
dent of task performance and language processing (cf.
Francis & Love, 2020; Francis et al., 2016). We do not
know the relative contributions of each of these kinds of
effort, or whether they interact. A second fundamental
question is whether this study reflects a realistic timescale
of mental correction in everyday listening by individuals
who use CIs. Each of the sentences in this study was inde-
pendent; hence, the act of mental repair was rather immedi-
ate. In regular conversation, a listener might instead hold
off on committing to a perception or a repair until later
sentences are heard. Some of our participants informally
described a process of perceiving “chunks” of sentences at a
time, possibly in order to guard against committing to the
wrong path. Nieuwland (2021) highlights the complexity
and pitfalls of speculating about how predictions could be
suppressed or modified by immediate experience.

A third fundamental question is the extent of indi-
vidual differences in willingness to engage in effortful lis-
tening. We expect that listeners in everyday settings can
downregulate the mental cost of constructing meaning in
sentences by simply choosing to disengage. Rather than
12 Journal of Speech, Language, and Hearing Research • 1–15
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being a sign of inattentiveness, this behavior by people
with hearing difficulty would be strategic and economical
so that the individual can preserve necessary mental
resources for more important upcoming situations. For
this study and nearly all other studies in the literature,
there are low stakes for providing false responses; hence,
the real-life anxiety of misperception could be drastically
underestimated in the laboratory. By comparison, the
stakes (and the accompanying anxiety) could be higher for
questions about the listener or conversation that would
have impact on work, friendship, or family.
Conclusions

Even if a person with a CI appears to correctly repeat
a sentence, there is a significant increase in listening effort
if one of the words was misperceived and then mentally
repaired before the verbal response. Furthermore, that
effort lingers for a longer amount of time in CI listeners
compared to effort elicited in people with NH. This means
that, in standard clinical and laboratory assessments of CI
users, the effort of speech perception can be underestimated
because effortful mentally corrected responses are counted
the same as effortless correct responses. Effort is further
increased when the repair strategies do not work to success-
fully produce a coherent response. Therefore, stimuli that
are constrained to offer no chance to resolve incoherence
will not likely elicit the effort that dominates perception of
regular open-ended sentences. Counseling ought to raise
awareness of effort and fatigue so that patients can take an
active role in budgeting their effort and in making inten-
tional decisions about whether and how they want to signal
it to conversation partners and health care professionals.

Data Availability Statement

All data and code to run analyses and plotting for
this study can be found on an Open Science Foundation
(OSF) site located at: https://osf.io/ctnrj/.
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